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Abstract—This paper describes a 256-word
32-bit 4-read,
4-write ported register file for 6-GHz operation in 1.2-V 130-nm
technology. The local bitline uses a pseudostatic technique for
aggressive bitline active leakage reduction/tolerance to enable
16 bitcells/bitline, lowusage, and 50% keeper downsizing.
Gate–source underdrive of
cc on read-select transistors is
established without additional supply/bias voltages or gate-oxide
overstress. 8% faster read performance and 36% higher dc
noise robustness is achieved compared to dual- bitline scheme
optimized for high performance. Device-level measurements in the
130-nm technology show 703 bitline active leakage reduction,
enabling continued scaling and robust bitline scalability beyond
130-nm generation. Sustained performance and robustness benefit
of the pseudostatic technique against conventional dynamic bitline
with keeper-upsizing is also presented.
Index Terms—Bitline active leakage, dc noise robustness, dual
threshold voltage, pseudostatic, register files.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

EGISTER files are performance-critical memory components in general-purpose microprocessors. They are required to meet two constraints: 1) single clock cycle read/write
latency to support back-to-back read and read-after-write operations and 2) multiple read/write port capability, to enable
the simultaneous access of several execution units in a superscalar architecture. These requirements, coupled with the demand for a large number of word entries per port, force the usage
of wide-OR style dynamic circuits for the local and global bitand
lines. With CMOS technology scaling, supply voltage
threshold voltage are both scaled to maintain approximately
ratio, to achieve high performance. However,
the same
scaling results in an exponential increase in bitaggressive
line active leakage currents [1] and poor bitline noise immunity
scaling trend (Fig. 1). Therefore, alternate bitline circuit techniques that curtail this trend are required to achieve high noise
immunity while sustaining high performance.
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Fig. 1. Register file bitline currents and robustness scaling trend.

Previous works have involved either usage of negative wordline drivers [2] or dynamic threshold voltage adjustment via substrate/well bias control [3], [4]. However, these techniques require additional supply/bias voltages, dual gate oxides to overcome gate-oxide overstress induced on bitline transistors, and/or
extra interconnect routing tracks for the control signals. These
requirements either increase manufacturing cost or directly impact area due to the metal-limited nature of multiported register
file layouts.
This paper describes a 256-word 32-bit 4-read, 4-write
ported register file designed for 6-GHz operation in 1.2-V
130-nm dual- bulk-CMOS technology [5]. A pseudostatic
local bitline technique that establishes gate–source underon read-select transistors without additional
drive of
supply/bias voltages or gate-oxide overstress is described.
Aggressive bitline active leakage reduction enables 16
bitcells/bitline with all low- transistors and good performance-robustness scaling trend for sub-130-nm register files.
Simulation results on performance, robustness, and energy
comparisons against conventional low- and dual- register
files are presented. Device-level measurements that quantify
the active leakage reduction benefits are also presented.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the organization of the 4-read, 4-write ported 256 32
bit register file, timing plan and clock generation circuits. In
Section III, we review bitline active leakage robustness issues
and scaling trends of conventional low- and dual- dynamic
bitline schemes. Section IV discusses the proposed pseudostatic
bitline technique and operation, bitline leakage impact, leakage
benefit measurements in 130-nm technology, and area-performance tradeoffs. In Section V, performance-robustness comparisons and keeper sizing tradeoffs of the proposed technique
against conventional low- and dual- dynamic bitlines are
presented, followed by the conclusions in Section VI.
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2 32-bit register file organization.

Fig. 5. Read/write select D1 domino drivers.

Fig. 3. 28 domino timing plan.

Fig. 4. Clock generator circuits.

II. 256

Fig. 6. Symmetric register file bitcell.

32 BIT REGISTER FILE ORGANIZATION

Fig. 2 shows the organization of the 4-read, 4-write ported
32-bit/word register file. The complete read
256-word
operation is performed in two clock cycles. An 8-bit read/write
address per port is decoded in the first cycle to deliver the
read/write select signals into the register file array. The decode
cycle is noncritical and therefore the decoder is implemented in
conventional static CMOS using three stages of 2- and 3-input
NAND and NOR gates. In the next cycle, which is performance
critical, the actual bitline read operation is conducted. Fig. 3
shows the 2 domino timing plan for this cycle. Fig. 4 shows
the clock generation and driver circuits used. At the beginning
of this cycle, 256 D1 footed-domino buffers per port are
, buffered from the incoming 50% duty-cycle
triggered by
core clock CCLK and drive the decoded read/write select
signals across the 32-bit array width, as shown in Fig. 5.
LBL evaluation or bitcell write operation occurs during the
portion of the cycle. Fig. 6 shows the register file bitcell,
with symmetric loading of two read ports on each side of the
storage cell for optimal cell write stability [6]. Matched pass

Fig. 7.

(a) Local bitline scheme. (b) Global bitline scheme.

transistors are used on each side of the storage cell to enable
, is
single-ended full-swing write operation. The input data,
locally inverted to get its complement for the write operation.
Fig. 7(a)–(b) shows the full-swing local bitline (LBL) and
global bitline (GBL) scheme. Each LBL (1 per read port)
supports 16 bitcells and a two-way merge via a static NAND
gate. Data from the storage cell is read by two access transistors
per word (M1 and M2) on each LBL and thus forms a dynamic
16-way NAND–NOR. The LBL is triggered by a delayed version
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Fig. 8. 130-nm 256

2 32-bit register file layout.
Fig. 10.

LBL dc droop in 130-nm process at 1.2 V, 110 C.

Fig. 9. LBL setup for worst-case read-select input noise.

of
, shown in Fig. 3 as
and is fully time borrowable
enabling the read/write select signals to arrive into the LBL
evaluate phase. The GBL is a dynamic 8-way OR which merges
the LBL 2-input static NAND outputs to deliver a 32-bit word per
of the cycle
read port. GBL operation is conducted during
and to avoid precharge races and crowbar currents at the phase
boundary, the GBL domino is footed by the clock transistor.
GBL phase is also fully time borrowable enabling the LBL
. The
clock is locally
NAND-merge outputs to arrive into
clock, offering
generated and is an inverted version of the
an automatic stretching capability (Fig. 4). Thus, when
core clock period is reduced for slow-frequency test and debug,
clock stretches out in proportion.
’s rising edge is
the
’s falling edge to achieve good
positioned slightly ahead of
clock skew, jitter, and duty-cycle variations.
tolerance to
This register file organization enables the complete LBL and
GBL operation to be performed in four gate stages. An equivalent static CMOS LBL and GBL implementation will require
seven stages of 2- and 3-input NAND–NOR gates. Single-ended
read/write selects and bitline signaling are used throughout to
reduce wiring congestion and enable a dense layout occupying
356 m 89 m (Fig. 8), with maximum LBL and GBL lengths
of 115 m and 1092 m, respectively.
III. BITLINE LEAKAGE ROBUSTNESS
A. Low-

Fig. 11. Keeper upsizing versus delay and short-circuit power in 130-nm
process at 1.2 V, 110 C.

leakage is maximized when all bitcell data inputs D0-D15 are
held high ( ) and all read-select inputs RS0-RS15 are at GND,
i.e., the bitline is deselected. The pMOS keeper transistor ( )
size is 10% of the effective nMOS pulldown strength. Fig. 10
shows the LBL domino node behavior when the clock stays
high for a time window significantly longer than the operating
frequency, a situation encountered during stop-clock mode or
slow-frequency testing. During this condition, the precharged
, held actively by the
bitline is expected to retain state at
pMOS keeper. However, even without any read-select input
) is observed on the bitline
noise, a 50-mV dc droop (4% of
at the worst-case process leakage corner in the 1.2-V 130-nm
technology [7]. With dc noise on the read-select inputs, the
LBL unity gain dc noise margin (monitored at the NAND gate
) and does not meet the minimum
output) is 86 mV (7.2% of
).
noise margin floor requirement of 150 mV (12.5% of
This minimum noise margin floor stems from realistic 130-nm
supply/ground bounce and coupling noise specifications.
Low- on the GBL pulldown transistors achieves sufficient
noise immunity for the reasons mentioned above, and we will
consequently focus on the LBL robustness in the remainder of
this paper.

Leakage Impact

LBL and GBL dynamic ORs are susceptible to noise due
to high active leakage during evaluation when the precharged
domino node should stay high. LBL is particularly more sensitive than GBL due to smaller domino node stored charge (0.1
compared to GBL) and a wider dynamic OR structure (16-way
for LBL versus 8-way for GBL). Fig. 9 shows the LBL setup
for worst-case noise scenario with all low- transistors, i.e.,
optimized for best read performance. After the LBL has been
and the clock transitions high, the bitline
precharged to

B. PMOS Keeper Upsizing Tradeoff
A straightforward solution to improving bitline robustness is
to strengthen the pMOS keeper transistor for a given effective
nMOS pulldown strength. This compensates for the bitline
leakage by increasing the dynamic node replenished charge.
However, this also proportionately increases contention on
the bitline during pulldown which degrades read delay and
increases bitline short-circuit power [8]. Fig. 11 shows the
delay and short-circuit power increase (at the 1.2-V 110 C
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Fig. 14.

Low-V and high-V robustness scaling trend.

Fig. 15.

Pseudostatic low-V bitline technique.

Dual-V LBL scheme.

130-nm low-V versus high V active leakage measurements.

operating corner) as the LBL keeper is upsized from 5% to
20% of the effective nMOS pulldown strength in the 130-nm
technology: nearly 3% delay and 0.3% short-circuit power
penalty is observed for every 1% increase in keeper pMOS size.
A more effective solution is to replace the pulldown transistors
with less leaky high- transistors in a dual- technology.
C. Dual Threshold Voltage Solution
The dual- LBL scheme optimized for high-performance
uses high- on the read-select transistors (M1) and low- on
the bitcell data transistors (M2), as shown in Fig. 12. Lowis used on all other transistors in the register file for best performance. There is no layout area penalty since the high- and
low- transistors occupy the same layout footprint. Fig. 13
shows low- and high- normalized active leakage measured
across several dies in 130-nm technology at 1.2-V 80 C for
transistor dimensions comparable to the bitline nMOS pulldown
transistors. The high- transistor active leakage is nearly 10
lower than for low- for the same dimensions. From the LBL
inputs set up for the worst-case noise scenario shown in Fig. 9,
the high- M1 transistors now limit the bitline leakage. This
implies that the worst-case domino node active leakage is reduced by 10 , offering considerable improvement in LBL robustness. However, this benefit is achieved at the cost of degraded performance due to reduced drive currents of hightransistors. This performance-robustness impact will be evaluated in Section V.

Although the dual- scheme offers a good one-time fix for
bitline leakage in 130-nm generation, future process generations
require both the high- and low- ’s to scale with supply voltage.
The motivation to scale both ’s stems from the fact that both
high- and low- circuit performance improvement should track
with process scaling. If one of the ’s, e.g., high- , is unscaled or scaled less aggressively than low- , corresponding
high- circuits manifest themselves as speed critical, limiting
scaling trend in turn reoverall performance scaling. This
sults in nearly 3–5 increase in both the high- and lowtransistor leakage [9]. Fig. 14 shows the sub-180-nm scaling
trend of dc robustness, defined as the dc unity gain noise margin
normalized to supply voltage, averaged across several representative dynamic circuits. The desired trend is for robustness to
remain constant with technology scaling, i.e., dc noise margin
scales linearly with supply voltage, similar to conventional static
CMOS circuits. High- usage clearly offers the desired robustness benefit in 180-nm 130-nm scaling, actually improving
the robustness by 3% over 180-nm generation. Sub-130-nm robustness continues to degrade by 15%–30% for both highand low- , and we are back on the same treadmill.
IV. PSEUDOSTATIC BITLINE TECHNIQUE
A. Circuit Description and Operation
Fig. 15 shows the proposed pseudostatic leakage-tolerant
LBL technique. There are three main modifications to a
conventional dynamic bitline topology.
1) Read-select input and bitcell data locations on the bitline stack are swapped. Read-select signals feed the lower
(M2) transistors of the LBL.
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Fig. 17.

Pseudostatic versus dual-V dynamic LBL robustness scaling trend.

Fig. 18.

130-nm dual-V dynamic and low-V pseudostatic bitcell layouts.

underdrive active leakage measurements.

2) Static-precharge transistors ( ) driven actively by the
read-select signals are introduced. These transistors anwhen read-selects
chor the bitline stack nodes ( ) at
are at GND.
3) Static 2-input NOR gates are introduced, whose inputs are
the stack node and bitcell data#. The NOR-gate outputs
drive the upper (M1) transistors of the LBL.
Overall, five additional transistors per read port are added to the
bitcell.
When the read-select inputs are at GND, the NOR-gate outputs force the leakage-limiting M1 transistor inputs to GND.
Any of the NOR-gate outputs conditionally transitions high only
when the appropriate read-select input transitions high. Thus,
for a precharged bitline, when any one of the 16 bitline stacks
gate–source
is deselected, i.e., read-select is at GND, a
underdrive on the leakage-limiting M1 transistor of that stack is
established. This effectively cuts off the bitline subthreshold active leakage current path, since both drain and source of the M1
. In addition, the body effect on the M1 trantransistor are at
of source–body bias, which
sistor is maximized due to full
further elevates their .
B. Bitline Leakage Impact
To evaluate the benefit of the pseudostatic technique and the
contribution of each of the above factors to total bitline leakage
reduction, we first measure this impact on 130-nm transistors.
Fig. 16 shows device-level measurements across several dies of
normalized active leakage reduction achieved on low- nMOS
transistors with gate–source underdrive in 130-nm technology at
1.2-V 80 C for transistor dimensions comparable to the bitline
nMOS pulldown transistors. Similar to the leaking nMOS pulldowns of a deselected precharged bitline, the gate voltage
and body voltage
are set up at GND and the drain voltage
is set up at
. Leakage is measured between the drain terminal and GND. In a conventional bitline, the source voltage
would be at GND, whereas in the pseudostatic bitline, the source
. As source voltage increases from GND to
voltage would be
, the gate–source underdrive
changes from 0 (conven(pseudostatic bitline
tional dynamic bitline situation) to
situation). At the same time, the drain–source voltage also deto 0, effectively shutting off the drain–source
creases from
subthreshold leakage path. The body effect is also maximized
at this condition. Note that the drain junction
since
diode leakage still exists and therefore drain leakage never converges to zero. The compounded leakage reduction effects re-

sult in a total active leakage reduction of 703 , even with using
low- transistors (70 better than the benefit of replacing with
dual- ). This implies that when the bitline is deselected, the
bitline leakage corresponds to that of about four process generations before, whereas when the bitline is selected for evaluate operation, the pulldown transistor performance is that of the
current process generation. This demonstrates the good scaling
behavior beyond 130-nm technology, while allowing the use
of performance-setting low- transistors. Fig. 17 captures this
sub-130-nm scaling trend: while the conventional low- and
dual- dynamic bitlines display 15%–30% robustness degradation per generation, the pseudostatic bitline scheme displays less
than 5% robustness degradation per generation. Consequently,
the robustness benefit improves substantially with technology
scaling, reaching 106% at the 70-nm node.
C. Area Impact
No explicit supply/bias voltages or additional interconnect
tracks are distributed into the register file, since the
effect is achieved only via circuit means. Further, the worst-case
gate-oxide stress between the gate and any terminal of the read—a valuable cost benefit
select transistors does not exceed
since the process does not have to support multiple gate-oxide
thicknesses. Overall, the transistor active area is increased by
10% due to the static precharge and NOR gate devices, which are
typically much smaller than the bitline nMOS pulldown devices.
However, this overhead is easily embedded within the existing
low- and dual- register file layout, which is interconnect
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TABLE I
130-NM SUMMARY OF TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS [7]

Fig. 19. (a) Pseudostatic LBL evaluate operation. (b) LBL pulldown edge-rate
comparisons versus dual-V LBL.

limited. Fig. 18 shows the layout of the conventional dynamic
and pseudostatic 4-read, 4-write ported register file bitcells in
130-nm technology. Fully shielded, aggressive pitch read/write
select and bitline wiring is employed. The pseudostatic bitcell
fits within the same layout template as the conventional dynamic
bitcell, demonstrating that the pseudostatic bitline technique can
be implemented as a drop-in replacement to existing register
files.

TABLE II
130-NM SIMULATION RESULTS AT 1.2 V, 110 C

D. Performance Impact
There are two main factors that degrade pseudostatic bitline
evaluate performance compared to conventional dynamic bitlines. First, the static precharge transistor increases read-select
fan-in capacitive load by 6%. This slows down the read-select
drivers and the associated delay penalty directly impacts clock
period. Although the read-select buffers can be upsized to absorb this additional load, this was not done to keep the comparisons against conventional dynamic bitline technique fair. It
is important to note that the LBL nMOS pulldown stack height
is still two, as opposed to other proposed leakage-tolerant techniques which increase the stack height [10]. Such techniques require read-select signals to fanin into two or more of the nMOS
stacked transistors and result in 50 increase in read-select
fanin load. Second, the 2-input NOR pullup directly adds to the
critical path delay. Fig. 19(a) shows the pseudostatic LBL timing
for evaluate operation. Initially, RS transitions high causing
to discharge to GND. This in turn, triggers the 2-input NOR gate
to pullup. The NOR output turns on M1, triggering the LBL discharge—a total of three “inversions” for the pulldown operation.
In a conventional LBL evaluate operation the RS transitioning
high directly triggers the LBL discharge—a single inversion operation, i.e., two inversions fewer. Both these delay-degrading
penalties are more than compensated by two delay-improving
circuit changes enabled by the aggressive bitline leakage reduction: 1) low- usage throughout, including bitline pulldown
transistors, and 2) 50% downsized keeper pMOS transistor, i.e.,
downsized to 5% of effective nMOS pulldown strength, thereby
mitigating the bitline contention during evaluate. Both these factors result in a fast bitline pulldown operation as captured in
Fig. 19(b), which compares the low- pseudostatic and dualdynamic LBL discharge waveforms. The pseudostatic LBL has
a 36% pulldown edge-rate improvement for the same pulldown
transistor sizes as the dynamic LBL. This improved edge-rate

further speeds up the 2-input NAND gate merge immediately following the LBL. These factors result in the low- pseudostatic
LBL technique achieving faster read performance than conventional dual- dynamic LBL technique.
V. PERFORMANCE-ROBUSTNESS COMPARISONS
DISCUSSION

AND

A. Performance Comparisons
and dualdynamic and the
The conventional lowlow- pseudostatic register files are all optimally sized and
simulated in the 130-nm technology at 1.2-V 110 C. In all
cases, a Lagrange-multiplier based quadratic optimizer is used
for optimal transistor sizing to make the comparisons fair
and to achieve a robust optima centered around the “knee”
of their respective energy-delay curves [11]. Although the
low- dynamic LBL does not meet minimum noise margins
(for reasons mentioned in Section III), comparisons against
this register file are included for completeness. All simulations
include full layout extracted and back-annotated device and
interconnect parasitics. Performance and energy simulations
are conducted at the nominal process leakage corner. All
robustness comparisons are performed at worst-case process
leakage corner, since full functionality is required at this corner.
Table I shows the 130-nm high- and low- transistor characteristics. Saturation drive currents for high- transistors at
value of 10 nA/ m are 12%–17% lower than the satvalue of
uration drive currents for low- transistors at
’s are ap100 nA/ m. Also, the nMOS low- /highproximately 2 higher than the corresponding pMOS low/high’s. A typical low- /high- fanout of 4 inverter
delay in this technology at the 1.2-V 110 C operating corner
is 25 ps/30 ps. Table II shows the read delay (this effectively
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LBL dc droop comparisons in 130-nm process at 1.2 V, 110 C.

sets the clock period), dc noise robustness, and energy/transition comparisons between low- dynamic, dual- dynamic
and low- pseudostatic register files. The complete read-path,
which includes read-select buffers, LBL and GBL delays, operates at 165 ps with the proposed technique, i.e., 8% faster than
dual- and only 4% slower than the all low- best-speed solution. As discussed in Section IV, the speed improvement of the
pseudostatic technique over dual- is attributed to the lownMOS pulldown benefit, low bitline keeper contention, and improved NAND merge delay. Of course, in comparison against
a low- dynamic LBL, the pseudostatic technique’s reduced
contention, downsized keeper, and better NAND merge delay
is inadequate to offset the inherent delay penalty, resulting in
the 4% slowdown. The energy/transition, which includes active
leakage, is 7% higher than dual- and 2% higher than lowfor the pseudostatic register file. This is due to the increased
switched capacitance penalty of the additional transistors and
their associated active leakage.
B. Robustness Comparisons
To compare dc robustness of the LBL techniques, worst-case
read-select dc noise conditions are set up for each. For the
low- and dual- dynamic LBL, bitcell data inputs (D0-D15
since that turns on the lower nMOS pullin Fig. 9) are set to
down (M2) transistors and grounds all the stack nodes. For the
pseudostatic LBL, bitcell data# inputs (D0#-D15# in Fig. 15)
are set to GND, since that turns on the upper pMOS transistors
of the 2-input NOR gates. This condition enables any noise on
read-select signals to propagate onto the NOR outputs. The dc
noise offset above GND is applied on all the read-select inputs
(RS0–RS15), representing input-referenced ground bounce and
coupling noise propagated from the previous read-select driver
stages. DC robustness is evaluated as unity-gain noise margin
at the output of the LBL-merge 2-input NAND gate normalized
.
to
Fig. 20 shows the LBL domino node dc droop comparisons
with no input noise on the read-selects and at the worst-case
leakage corner. The dc droop of the proposed scheme is 5
(25 ) lower than dual- (low- ), exhibiting an almost ideal
dynamic node behavior. This droop benefit is directly due to
the bitline leakage reduction during this circuit condition. When
dc noise is applied on the read-select inputs at the worst-case
leakage corner, in the dynamic LBL this noise directly appears
on the read-select transistors and triggers a bitline mias

Fig. 21. LBL keeper upsizing comparisons in 130-nm process at 1.2 V, 110 C.

sevaluation. In the pseudostatic LBL, noise on the read-select
inputs goes through two stages of attenuation—from input to
stack node and from stack node to NOR output—before the input
on the M1 transistors. This, counoise manifests itself as
pled with the inherently lower dc droop to begin with, results
in the pseudostatic LBL demonstrating 36% (197%) higher dc
robustness than dual- (low- ) scheme. As technology scales,
both the dc droop and dc robustness benefits of the pseudostatic
technique amplifies due to the exponential scaling trend of transistor leakage.
C. Keeper Sizing Versus Robustness Tradeoffs
As mentioned in Section III, the bitline keeper pMOS transistor can be upsized to trade off delay for better robustness on
all LBL schemes. Fig. 21 shows the LBL dc robustness versus
the critical read delay tradeoff for LBL keeper upsizing beyond their respective baseline sizes on all the three register files.
Low- LBL shows a poor tradeoff of 4% robustness improvement for every 1% delay penalty and requires the keeper pMOS
upsized to 20% of the effective nMOS pulldown strength to meet
minimum noise margin requirements. The pseudostatic register
file sustains both robustness and speed advantages over lowand dual- techniques even with keeper upsizing.
VI. CONCLUSION
A pseudostatic bitline scheme is described that establishes
gate–source underdrive on the leakage-limiting read-select transistors without distributing additional supply/bias voltages or gate-oxide overstress. Using this technique, we have presented a 6-GHz 4-read, 4-write ported 256-word 32-bit register file in 1.2-V 130-nm technology. 8% faster read performance with a simultaneous 36% increase in dc noise robustness is achieved when compared to a dual- bitline scheme
optimized for high performance. The aggressive bitline active
leakage reduction enabled 16 bitcells/bitline, low- usage, and
50% keeper downsizing, and demonstrates good performancerobustness scaling trend for sub-130-nm register files.
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